H e Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Abdullah bin Khalifa al-Thani inaugurated yesterday Al Daayen Naval Base, the new building of the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security in order to facilitate the securing of all the state’s coasts, as well as its territorial waters. The ceremony of Al Daayen Naval Base, which the Prime Minister inaugurated, accompanied a documentary film shown on the occasion, the General Director of the Kuwait Coast Guard, Brigade General Muhammed al-Siyabi, and a number of ministers, senior officials and ambassadors accredited to Qatar.

The ceremony featured the stages of development of the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security, its potentials, specialities, its role in securing maritime security in this region and the world. Commander of the US Naval Forces Central Command/US Fifth Fleet Vice Admiral James Malloy has praised the US long-term relationship with Qatar and its security relations and co-operation over the past 43 years, and the establishment of the Al Daayen Naval Base. He praised the United States’ keenness to enhance security and co-operation in the region and the world.

Prime minister opens Al Daayen Naval Base

A Kuwaiti security official confirmed that what he saw was something new and exclusive of service and utility, which was reviewed during the ceremony of the inauguration of Al Daayen Naval Base, and that the base will provide greater support and safety for the region as a whole from smugglers, infiltrators and other facilities.

Cables of congratulations to French president of France

He said all Gulf countries aim to secure their waters, by working on the navy and coast guard, and they work closely together and look forward to greater co-operation. He also confirmed that the Qatari coast guard’s capacity and “this gives the united Gulf States a strong basis to enhance security and they have common concerns about maritime security in this region. Qatar and Kuwait have the same approach and seek to look forward to greater security co-operation, as well as the co-operation between the United States and Qatar, and the US keenness to enhance security in this region and the world.”

General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security gets state-of-the-art facility to secure maritime borders

A Kuwaiti security official confirmed that what he saw was something new and exclusive of service and utility, which was reviewed during the ceremony of the inauguration of Al Daayen Naval Base, and that the base will provide greater support and safety for the region as a whole from smugglers, infiltrators and other facilities.

Qatar is on the rise, that is why the United States has a long-term relationship with Qatar and its security relations and co-operation over the past 43 years, and the establishment of the Al Daayen Naval Base. He praised the United States’ keenness to enhance security and co-operation in the region and the world.

Qatar Rail said its “unique retail proposition” will be the first in the country, offering business access to retail customers and neighbourhood customers, modular shop with diverse retail mix, partitioned shell and core rental space with flooring, right to service repair, and government entity; food and beverage (dry, quick service, convenience stores and general retail stationery, electronics, floral, accessories, gift/convenience shop, book stores, sports shop, and nutritional supplements); as well as ancillary (ATMs). Al Meera author opened the “MALLMALL” (Doha Metro) store, which now has two stations on the Gold Line, 10-15 ‘MAAR’ stores at metro stations: (literally means ‘the act of passing by’) convenience stores at Red Line’s Museum of Qatar, and Katara – the Cultural Village, among others, will be easily accessible to a large number of residents and visitors.

The Doha Metro is expected to open Gold Line, 10-15 ‘MAAR’ stores at metro stations: (literally means ‘the act of passing by’) convenience stores at Red Line’s Museum of Qatar, and Katara – the Cultural Village, among others, will be easily accessible to a large number of residents and visitors.

The company plans to open around 10-15 ‘MAAR’ stores at metro stations: (literally means ‘the act of passing by’) convenience stores at Red Line’s Museum of Qatar, and Katara – the Cultural Village, among others, will be easily accessible to a large number of residents and visitors.

The company plans to open around 10-15 ‘MAAR’ stores at metro stations: (literally means ‘the act of passing by’) convenience stores at Red Line’s Museum of Qatar, and Katara – the Cultural Village, among others, will be easily accessible to a large number of residents and visitors.
Al Daayen Naval Base represents a ‘quantum leap’ in maritime security

By Sheikhan Al-Mahmoud

The Al Daayen Naval Base, under the supervision of the Prime Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa al-Thani yesterday, launched a new fleet of boats for the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security, in Sumaysimah, yesterday.

HE the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa al-Thani yesterday launched a new fleet of boats for the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security, in Sumaysimah, yesterday.

A view of the Al Daayen Naval Base in Sumaysimah. (PICTURES: Shaj Kayamkulam)

The site has been carefully selected to facilitate the maximum benefits to the areas of operational efficiency in the direction of the rapid supply of services and modern technology to keep up with the latest developments and requirements. The new premises of the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security includes sections outside the direction in addition to providing security coverage of the territory.

The modern machinery and equipment available at the new premises of the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security include an integrated sports gymnasium with two Olympic-sized swimming pools, three playgrounds and a wind-shielding system. The building has two communication towers with 300,000 square feet of land.

The new building contributes to improving and developing security services provided to the public. The directorate provides maritime assistance to seafarers through the emergency number 112, which is free of charge and available 24/7.

The directorate is keen to use its capabilities and the facilities entrusted to it in full. It also relies on its well-trained human cadres to complete its mission.

The directorate is also responsible for conducting search and rescue operations for persons and vessels near the coast and the team of well-trained human cadres.

The new building contributes to developing the field towards development and modernisation, especially that the department performs various tasks and is responsible for managing various departments.

The directorate is keen to utilise its full potential to contribute to development and modernisation of marine security services. It includes all the requirements of modern maritime administrations which will contribute to securing the maritime borders of the nation and providing qualified security services for citizens and residents.

“Security and stability in the country and the border posts, security to build modern and advanced facilities, will contribute to the development of the ministry’s personnel and its facilities and the establishment of new security and administrative buildings in different areas.”

“With the opening of the premises of the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security, it is clear that the work will contribute to enhancing the performance level and productivity of the employees and the modernisation of the ministry’s marine security and border protection in the security and border protection in the Ministry of Interior (MoI),” the Director of Public Security staff Major Gen Saad bin Nasser Al-Mannai said.

He stressed that more than 95% of the MoI’s building projects have been completed and it strives to complete the remaining projects, as well.

“This comes in line with the existing quality control of the facilities and the establishing of the largest marine security services in the state.”

The building is located in the Sumaysimah area, directly near the coast and the team of well-trained human cadres, as well as the few seaport in the south of Qatar.

The site has been carefully selected to facilitate the maximum benefits to the areas of operational efficiency in the direction of the rapid supply of services and modern technology, as the site is the most important element in every field towards development and modernisation, especially that the department performs various tasks.

The new premises of the General Directorate of Coasts and Borders Security are in line with the planned plans according to the planned design, the authenticity of Qatari heritage and the mission of the directorate, as well as the rapid supply of services to the public and the authentic provision of security services.

The new building contributes to developing the field towards development and modernisation, especially that the department performs various tasks and is responsible for managing various departments.

The new building also provides an opportunity to create modern plants of the highest quality for manufacturing and maintaining different types of boats and marine vessels without the need for foreign assistance, the ministry said.

“The directorate is keen to utilise its full potential to contribute to development and modernisation of marine security services. It includes all the requirements of modern maritime administrations which will contribute to securing the maritime borders of the nation and providing qualified security services for citizens and residents.”
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Mercedes-Benz Maybach S-Class, Ford Explorer models recalled

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI), in co-operation with Nasser Bin Khaled Automobiles, dealer of Mercedes-Benz in Qatar, has announced a recall of Mercedes-Benz Maybach S-Class model of 2018 due to the SCN coding in the multifunction camera control unit not meeting manufacturer specifications.

Also, in co-operation with Almana Motors Company, dealer of Ford in Qatar, the ministry has announced a recall of Ford Explorer models of 2011-2017 due to a possible bend in the rear suspension tow link, which may cause it to fracture, thus losing control of the vehicle.

The recall campaigns come within the framework of the MoCI’s continuous efforts to protect consumers and ensure that car dealers follow up on vehicle defects and repairs.

The MoCI has urged all customers to report violations to its Consumer Protection and Anti-Commercial Fraud Department, which processes complaints, sluggish and suggestions through the call centre: 16001, e-mail: info@moci.gov.qa, Twitter: @MOCIQATAR, Instagram: MOCIQATAR, and the ministry’s mobile app for Android and iOS: MOCIQATAR.

Qatar Chamber Education Committee reviews private sector concerns

The Education Committee of Qatar Chamber (QC) recently held a meeting to discuss a number of concerns of private schools, such as the renewal and licensing procedures for teachers.

Presided over by QC first vice-chairman Mohamed bin Towar al-Kuwari, who is also chairman of the Education Committee, the meeting was held in the presence of Omar bin Abdul Aziz al-Namaa, assistant undersecretary for Special Education Affairs at the Ministry of Education and Higher Education.

The meeting underscored the importance of co-ordination between the parties concerned to facilitate the work environment in the private educational sector.

The meeting concluded that the Ministry of Education and Higher Education for following up on the issues that were raised during the committee’s previous meeting held last month.

Al-Deghanchi also stressed the presence of al-Kuwari during the meeting confirmed the ministry’s keenness and interest in the participation of representatives from the educational sector in the committee’s activities.

Similarly, he praised the ministry’s Special Education Affairs’ efforts to inform QC’s Education Committee about the latest developments in private schools. He noted that the development of the country’s private educational sector could be achieved through effective partnerships with the public sector.

Al-Namaa said, “The Ministry of Education and Higher Education is keen to listen to the views and challenges faced by QC’s Education Committee.”

He also underscored the efforts of the committee in coming up with proposals and ideas that contribute to the development of the educational sector in the country and for taking into account the interest of private schools with initiatives that are in line with the special laws and regulations.
Qatar Debates to hold its next edition in Edinburgh

The French president of the United Nations General Assembly, Ms. Maria Fernanda Espinosa Garces, joined the call to start the new debate in Edinburgh, which will take place on September 24, 2019.

Ms. Espinosa said: "Today we are here to connect - to bring voices together in order to shape the next international agenda.

"And my colleagues here and around the world, this is the moment, this is the occasion, to listen, to understand, to engage - to create a space for the next global deliberation," she said.

The debate will take place in the Scottish capital on the day before the general debate of the United Nations General Assembly. It will serve as a platform for a forward-looking discussion, a space to engage in real-time dialogue, and to develop a shared understanding of the major challenges we face today - from climate change and globalisation to digital technology and cyber security.

Ms. Espinosa Garces continued: "The world is changing at a faster pace and this change is often unpredictable. We need a shared understanding of the challenges that we face and how to address them."

She added: "This is a space to connect, to listen, to understand, to engage. It is a space to develop a shared understanding of the major challenges we face today."

The debate will bring together leaders from around the world, including heads of state and government, international organizations, and civil society to discuss the major challenges facing our world today.

The debate will be moderated by Ghida Fakhry, a Canadian journalist and author, who will lead a panel of speakers, including Parag Khanna, an Indian-American conflict resolution expert and researcher at ETH Zurich, a conflict resolution expert and researcher at ETH Zurich; Clayton, a conflict resolution expert and researcher at ETH Zurich; Aisha Al-Nesf, a member of the Qatar Foundation and a member of the Qatar Debate team, and other speakers from around the world.

The debate will be broadcast live from Edinburgh, with remote audiences and screening at Qatar National Library. Remote audiences and screening at Qatar National Library.

The debate will also be broadcast live from Edinburgh, with remote audiences and screening at Qatar National Library. Remote audiences and screening at Qatar National Library.

The debate will be broadcast live from Edinburgh, with remote audiences and screening at Qatar National Library. Remote audiences and screening at Qatar National Library.
MoTC launches Data Science Programme

The Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC) and Qatar University (QU) have launched the Data Science Programme in partnership with Qatar University within the framework of the Qatar National Vision 2030. The programme is a strategic initiative that targets the professional development of government employees to enhance the capabilities of government agencies and contribute to the digital transformation of Qatar.

The programme will run for three years and is expected to benefit around 50 to 100 employees annually. It is open to employees in various departments and will cover topics such as data analysis, data science, and machine learning.

The programme is designed to equip employees with the skills needed to work in the public sector and help improve Qatar’s competitiveness and innovation capabilities.

The programme aims to enhance public institutions’ capabilities of addressing critical challenges and helping employees develop knowledge, skills, and experiences through a number of education workshops.

Joint Command and Staff College organises graduation ceremony and Career Development Programme

On Monday, July 15, 2019, the Qatar Armed Forces’ Joint Command and Staff College in Doha organised the graduation ceremony of its graduates who completed the Staff Course No. 5, at the headquarters of Ahmed bin Jassim Joint Command and Staff College in the presence of HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense Mohammed bin Khalifa bin Mohamed al-Thani, the Chief of the Joint Staff of the Qatar Armed Forces Lieutenant-General (PLG) Jassim bin Ali al-Ghanem, and QDGTP Director General (DG) Mohammed bin Khalifa bin Mohamed al-Ghanem, and the Deputy Chief of Staff for Education and Training Maj Gen. Mohamed bin Haitham al-Nuaimi, for their support and leadership.

MoTC launches Data Science Programme
Ooredoo and malomatia sign MoU to support smart cities

Ooredoo, the region’s leading enabling of digital business innovation, proudly announced that it has joined hands with malomatia, the region’s leading national provider of 22 services and solutions, to enable smart cities. The two parties signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to create comprehensive smart cities solutions tailored to the Qatar market.

Thankful to Qatar National Vision 2030 and technology digital transformation and the strategies that were put in place to realize this vision, the country is ideally positioned to become a regional and global smart cities leader, Ooredoo said in a statement.

Al-Mamari, chief technology officer of Ooredoo, said: “With Ooredoo’s digital expertise, cybersecurity, Internet of Things and communication solutions, we will form the technological foundation of Smart Cities. Ooredoo can also provide global best practices to enable Qatar to transform into a Smart City. Smart transportation, smart buildings and environment, smart logistics, and solutions to transform patient care, will support Qatar’s diversification and competitiveness, and make people’s daily lives better.”

Naama, CEO, malomatia. “We are sharing our talent and digital expertise for Qatar to develop local and competitive solutions to bring the best possible value to Qatar’s citizens. We will enable cardholders to get a chance to edit the three winners time that come from our Doha Bank mobile for the card holders who use their Doha Bank mobile for big international spends and online bookings, including mobile, tablets, and TV devices. The new mobile campaign, which runs until October 31, aims at promoting the usage of Doha Bank mobile among Doha Bank cardholders by giving away 40,000 Qmiles to each winner of the 50 lucky winners.

Doha Bank is in the midst of a three-month long promotion, bringing the best possible value to Qatar’s citizens. "We will enable cardholders to get a chance to edit the three winners time that come from our Doha Bank mobile for the card holders who use their Doha Bank mobile for big international spends and online bookings, including mobile, tablets, and TV devices. The new mobile campaign, which runs until October 31, aims at promoting the usage of Doha Bank mobile among Doha Bank cardholders by giving away 40,000 Qmiles to each winner of the 50 lucky winners.

Doha Bank has launched summer campaign on Mastercard debit cards Doha Bank launches summer campaign on Mastercard debit cards
Yemen missionaries revert for first time in months

**AFP**

Representatives from Yemen's southern province of al-Dhalea, the seat of the internationally recognized government, met yesterday with US officials on the sidelines of the UN's General Assembly meeting with American officials on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly meeting in New York. The US president's statement that was released by the French president's office.

The meeting, decided several months ago, comes amid a tension between the Yemeni government and the Houthis, the political entity that controls large parts of the country. The two sides have been at odds over the future of the country, with the Houthis seeking a role in the government and the government opposing their demands.

The Houthis have been fighting a war with the government since 2014, and the war has sparked a humanitarian crisis. The UN has described the situation in Yemen as the world's worst humanitarian crisis.

The Houthis have controlled large parts of the country, including the capital Sanaa, since 2014. The conflict has killed tens of thousands of people and displaced millions more. The UN has described the situation in Yemen as the world's worst humanitarian crisis.
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First Ebola case detected in Goma

Burundian militia leader is head of broadcaster

Chad’s Déby lifts social media curbs

Israeli city park ban seen as racist by Arab citizens

Sudanese shot dead as rival sides wrangle over transition

Al-Bashir demands Bensouda’s resignation

Protesting corruption

Burundi has appointed the head of the ruling party youth league, controversial đô Bernard Kafihamba, as a new opposition party has de- served to be treated in a more just manner.

In a presidential decree signed on July 20 and seen by Reuters, President Pierre Nkurunziza said he had appointed Dominique Bucumi Mburu as the director-general of the National Radio and Television of Burundi (RTNB) as of August 1.

The new appointment is likely to spark fresh tensions in the country, which has been reeling from months of unrest that have involved both national and foreign forces.

The move comes after a May incident in which RTNB was closed down for several days, andRTNB's employees have been calling for the departure of the country's powerful president.

Burundi President Pierre Nkurunziza said he was appointing Mburu as the director-general of the National Radio and Television of Burundi (RTNB) as of August 1.

Mburu, a former teacher, had been fired from his job at the RTNB in 2015 after allegedly listening to a broadcast critical of Nkurunziza.

Mburu then spoke out against the president, saying he had been fired because of his political views.

He was later arrested and held for several days before being released on bail.

Mburu's appointment has sparked protests across the country, with many calling for his ouster.

The move is seen as a further indication of the government's crackdown on media freedom in the country, which has seen a decline in independent journalism in recent years.

The government has also been accused of using social media restrictions to stifle dissent, with many journalists and opposition figures arrested for posts critical of the regime.

Mburu's appointment is likely to be met with resistance, with many expecting protests and strikes to follow.

The move comes at a time when the government is facing pressure to hold free and fair elections in the country, which has been marred by violence and irregularities.

The appointment of Mburu as the RTNB's head is seen as a further attempt by the government to control the media and limit the flow of information.

The move is also likely to be met with international criticism, with many calling for a peaceful resolution to the country's political crisis.
I am an assistant based on a large language model. I can generate text in response to your prompts. What can I help you with today?
HK extradition protesters escalate fight in suburbs

Demonstrators stormed a Hong Kong government complex today, demanding an end to the controversial extradition bill that would allow people to be sent to mainland China for trial. The protest comes after a week of escalating demonstrations, with thousands of protesters blocking roads and major venues in the city.

In a statement, the Hong Kong government said it would not be able to hear the extradition bill today due to the protests. The government has been under increasing pressure to withdraw the bill, which has faced widespread opposition from the city's residents.

The extradition bill has been met with widespread criticism, with many in Hong Kong expressing concerns about the lack of legal safeguards in the mainland justice system.

Protesters have also been calling for greater democracy and an end to the one-party rule in China, which they say has led to corruption and abuse of power.

As the protests continued, police used pepper spray and tear gas to try to disperse the crowd. A few people were injured in the clashes, and several arrests were made.

The situation remains tense as the protest movement continues to grow, with many calling for a referendum on the future of Hong Kong.

Rains destroy 5,000 shelters in Rohingya camps

A major earthquake in Indonesia on November 13, 2018, has destroyed thousands of homes in the country's eastern region.

The magnitude 7.5 earthquake struck near Palu, Sulawesi, at 01:42 local time (17:42 GMT), causing widespread damage. At least 1,436 people have been confirmed dead, with thousands more injured and displaced.

Rescue efforts are ongoing, with teams searching for survivors and providing aid to those affected. The Indonesian government declared a state of emergency in the affected areas.

Former Bangladesh military dictator dies

Former Bangladesh military dictator and retired general, Shahabuddin Ahmed, died of heart failure on Thursday at a Dhaka hospital, officials said.

Shahabuddin, who was a member of the country's military junta in the 1970s, was arrested in 2009 on charges of corruption and abuse of power.

The move was seen as part of the government's efforts to address the growing controversy over the country's human rights record.

The Bangladesh military has a long history of human rights abuses, and Shahabuddin's death comes amid ongoing protests over the government's handling of the situation.

Bangladesh's parliament is scheduled to debate the issue on Friday, and human rights groups have called for a full investigation into the country's human rights record.

Indonesia experiences frenzied protests

Indonesia is in the midst of a wave of protests against the government's planned tax reform, which is said to be a key factor in the country's recent economic growth.

The protests have been met with violence by police, with reports of injuries and arrests.

The government has defended its economic policies, saying they are necessary for maintaining economic stability.

Former Indonesian president Suharto once said: "I have been in politics for 30 years and I have seen it all. I have never seen a protest like this before."

The protests are expected to continue, with many calling for economic reform and greater accountability from the government.

Quake of magnitude 6.6 strikes western Australia's B Award

A large earthquake struck western Australia on Friday, causing widespread damage and sending residents into the streets.

The magnitude 6.6 quake was felt across a large area of the state, with reports of damage to buildings and homelessness.

The footage showed some buildings collapsing and others being evacuated, with people running into the streets for safety.

There were no immediate reports of injuries, but authorities urged people to stay away from buildings and seek higher ground.

The quake was felt as far away as the capital, Perth, and some schools were closed.

Australia's Bureau of Meteorology said the earthquake was caused by tectonic and volcanic activity.

It is the largest earthquake to hit western Australia in recent memory, and it comes less than a month after a magnitude 7.1 quake struck the Kimberley region, in the north of the state.

The Kimberley quake was the largest in the region for over a century, and it triggered a tsunami warning.

The Bureau said the recent quakes are a reminder of the region's seismic risk.

In a statement, the Bureau said: "It is important to remember that earthquakes are a natural part of the Earth's crust. They are a constant reminder of the forces that shape our planet."

The bureau said it would continue to monitor the situation and provide updates as necessary.

Meanwhile, the government has urged people to be vigilant and to stay away from buildings and waterways.

In a message to the public, Prime Minister Scott Morrison said: "We have been monitoring the situation closely and we are ready to respond if necessary."

The government has set up a disaster response center to coordinate efforts and provide assistance.

In the meantime, residents are urged to stay safe and avoid unnecessary travel.

The Bureau said it would continue to monitor the situation and provide updates as necessary.
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New nuclear funding model ‘could leave taxpayers liable’

Pro-EU activist threatens no-deal court battle
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Mediterranean sharks risk ‘disappearing’: WWF

The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) said that more than half of shark and ray species in the Mediterranean were under threat, and asked for a halt to fishing and overfishing and plastic pollution.

By Jan Flemr, AFP

Pamplona

AFP

Members of the San Fermin festival's 'Comparsa de gigantes y cabezudos' (Parade of the giants and the beaners) during the San Fermin festival in Pamplona.

Original recipes for Czech singer Karel Gott published online

Fans in neighbouring Germany were excited and.hmongologists were satisfied.

A man seen wearing trousers containing lizards depicting Czech pop song singer Gott in a scene of the festival at the shop of a local record company in Prague.

Czechs go crazy as pop singer Gott turns 80

Nine die in Sweden aircraft crash

A small plane has crashed killing seven people on board, a spokesman for the Swedish news agency DPA confirmed on Tuesday.

DPA

A light but no barriers.

The plane crashed on Storaskog island, about 40km southeast of Stockholm.

DPA

A part of the crash site at an airport in the city of Stockholm.

The Czech Academy of Sciences published a video from a show in Prague showing the plane crashing. The photo shows a plane with a hole in its tail. The plane crashed into a trees, after which everything was demolished.

Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Lofven said on television in a statement that his thoughts were with the victims and their loved ones at this difficult time.

At the weekend, Czech Televisions日报道ed that Gott had celebrated his 80th birthday last month in Prague.

DPA

The plane crashed on Storaskog island, about 40km southeast of Stockholm.

DPA

A part of the crash site at an airport in the city of Stockholm.
French ‘yellow vests’ movement dwindling but not dead: analysts

By Charles Blake

F

rench President Emmanuel Macron showed Euro-
politicians on the rampage were "out of control" as the afterglow of the glittering event faded away.

But after the afternoon of the glittering event faded away as the protests in Paris turned to Paris, heavens and earth, and the "yellow vests" were looking for a way to continue their fight against Macron’s government.

The targeting of the protest movement was catalysed and could be delayed by the end of the day for the weekend.

A violent storm in the north of the country.

The "yellow vests" have largely managed to avoid a confrontation.

"The protests" call for a reform such as a time off or a time out from the protest movement which has presc

When there are violent clashes, functionaries generally turn against them.

The protest movement closely follows developments.

The right National Rally - he faces a larger rural 2012 presidential campaign.

"Just because the protesters have lost momentum, doesn’t mean the frustrations have disappeared. But they are now acting in a way that looks more like a social movement," a French police source told AFP.

"What’s key here is the government's ability to sustain the momentum and continue to mobilise the protesters," the source added.

"The remaining protesters are now working to build the lack of organisation and leadership which has hampered the protest movement over the past few months."

"I think it will probably come down to whether they can imagine today’s life in second place behind the far-right National Rally," he said.

But since "yellow vest" protesters went on the march in northern Greece.

The French police said there were no reports of violent clashes.

"These small but significant events give them a feeling of purpose and they believe they are part of something bigger," one source said.

But with the current momentum flagging, the protesters are now looking for a way to continue their campaign.

"We are looking for ways to keep the movement alive, especially in the countryside," one source said.

"But we are also aware that the government is trying to contain the movement and we need to find ways to challenge them," the source added.

"We are trying to organise meetings with local politicians and see if we can mobilise more support," the source said.

That this event is not accidental is revealed by the fact that the police in Paris, western Greece yesterday, a few days after seven people were killed in a police raid in central Paris.

"These people have been doing this for a long time," one source said.

"They have mobilised a lot of support and they are not going to give up easily."
Two dead, 12 soldiers trapped in house collapse

Three killed, 31 injured in amusement park ride crash

Goa Forward withdraws support to BJP-led govt

Party not to back SFI men linked to student stabbing

BJP general secretary L Santosh named L B Santosh

Karnataka Congress ‘ready to meet MLAs’ demands

Rains wreak havoc

Resignation by Sidhu merely drama, say colleagues
Mexico City mayor vows to end violence against women

Mexico City’s first female mayor vows to end violence against women and end entrenched impunity for gender-based crimes in the city.

"To avoid and eliminate vio-

lence against women... this is the objective," Mayor Claudia Sheinbaum said at a news conference Monday that also included the city’s chief prosecutor, the head of the local police department and the director of the human rights commission.

"We are fighting it — the ob-

jectives are to eradicate violence," she said. "That should be the goal.

Violence against women is a persistent problem in Mexico. More than 1,100 women were murdered in 2019, according to a government report. A 2018 study by the National Institute for Women indicated that 49% of women in Mexico had experi-

enced some form of violence during their lifetime.

Mexico City alone has seen 34,126 women and 11,671 men killed in incidents related to femicide, according to the city’s public security department. The city’s prosecutor’s office has 445 open cases involving femicide.

Sheinbaum outlined new pro-

tectives for the investigation of femicides, including the creation of a special prosecutor’s office for the crimes, an increase in the number of forensic technicians and the creation of a special unit to investigate cases.

"We need to bring the violence against women to zero," she said.

The Mexican government has passed several laws aimed at ending gender-based violence, but human rights groups say these laws are often not enforced.

"It is an important step," human rights activist Cecilia Peralta said. "But the government must do more to ensure that these laws are enforced.

Mexico City Mayor Claudia Sheinbaum vowed to end violence against women, a pledge she made as part of her campaign to become Mexico City’s first female mayor. Sheinbaum, who took office in March, has made the issue of violence against women a top priority of her administration.

Sheinbaum, who is also the leader of the Morena political party, said she would make a “zero tolerance” policy on gender-based violence and work to increase the number of police officers dedicated to the issue.

Sheinbaum said she would also work to improve the education and training of police officers in order to better address the issue.

"We are going to work on this together," she said, referring to her administration’s plans to increase the number of police officers dedicated to the issue of gender-based violence.

Mexico City has been grappling with a high rate of violence against women, including femicide, in recent years. The city has been ranked among the most dangerous places in the world for women.

The government has implemented several initiatives to address the issue, including the creation of a special unit to investigate femicide cases and the establishment of a victims’ rights office.

"We are going to be tough on gender-based violence," Sheinbaum said. "We are going to work together to end this violence."
More than 150,000 to repeat Singh exams

F OR the first time, the IImd education department has decided to allow more than 150,000 failed students who failed in 2018 to retake the exams.

The students either failed or did not take the compulsory exams.

The decision was taken on Friday at a meeting of school directors and Provincial Ministries, held under the chairmanship of the education and conducted by BA Sattar.

At the meeting, one official said that there are about 450,000 students enlisted in class X and higher education, of which around 150,000 did not take the exam and 60,000 of whom failed.

The source said that the high failure rate was mainly due to the centers in which some candidates participated out of the high value of exams, 150,000 students dropping out of government schools.

He added that the exam was taken in select centers to attract the absolutely poor candidates taking the exam.

Districts of Curriculum Assessment and Research chairman Aslam Bukhsh. While confirming the information, he said that the government has decided to allow those students who failed, while absences will be given another chance to sit for the final exam.

When asked about the large number of candidates, sources said that there is a possibility that some candidates have not been registered and are not getting any results.

He added that the section-wise results in many areas were still not out. The meeting, he said, was clear that promotions are now dependent on the results, which some candidates pointed out that the high failure rate in many areas.

The PML-N senators are said to have been given the task of following up on the students who are to be examined.

There have been a number of students who have been promoted for promotion in their classes for attending the exam.

Directorates of Curriculum Assessment and Research chairman Aslam Bukhsh. While confirming the information, he said that the government has decided to allow those students who failed.
No letup in war against drugs, insists Duterte

President Rodrigo Duterte has no letup in his war against drugs, even as he is faced with corruption cases. The president is not about to back down as he has beenclassified as “under arrest” in drug syndicate-related cases filed by the Department of Justice.

In his recent drug war statement, the president mentioned that he will not back down no matter what. Despite the corruption cases, the president is determined to continue the war against drugs.

In a recent statement, the president stressed that the war against drugs is still ongoing and there will be no letup in the effort to eliminate drug syndicates.

The president has been criticized for his handling of the war against drugs, with some alleging that it has led to a rise in extrajudicial killings and human rights violations. However, the president has defended his war against drugs, stating that it is necessary to protect the country from the threat of drug-related crime.

The president has also faced criticism for his handling of the corruption cases. The Ombudsman has filed charges against several officials, including Cabinet Secretary Menardo G可达mente and Security Secretary Ronald dela Rosa.

The president has defended these officials, stating that they are innocent of the charges. However, the Ombudsman has continued its investigation into the cases.

President Duterte has vowed to continue his war against drugs, regardless of the corruption cases or criticism. He has stated that the war against drugs is a necessary step to protect the country from the threat of drug-related crime.
A cliché about violent offenders is that someone often says, “I’m going to kill everyone here” or “I’m going to blow police up,” according to the Kane Center. These perpetrators tend to strew around plenty of hints. Nearly all were men, and nearly all had made threats, said or done things that raised concerns in the people around them. Three quarters had experienced a major stress event, such as a divorce, illness, or homelessness. They had gotten too drunk. They’d lost their job or been kicked out of school. They’d broken up with a girlfriend, threatened suicide, or become interested in crime punk music, black flag, and disturbing behaviour was escalating.

Rather than plotting in secret, these perpetrators tend to stroll around plenty of hints. Last February in suburban Aurora, Gary Martin killed seven co-workers and injured five police officers at manufacturer Henry Pratt Co. He had a history of violent behaviour going back two decades, including beating one girlfriend and threatening to shoot her with a shotgun on the day of the shootings, he warned a co-worker that “If I get fired, I’m going to kill everyone here” and “I am going to blow police up,” according to the Kane County state’s attorney’s office. The attack was the second time, and of course hindsight is 20/20. An observer might even think that if someone were reallyonymously warning about a threat, he leaves the sense to keep quiet about it. But rather than plotting in secret, these perpetrators leave plenty of hints.

The need to pick up on those clues is not a license to report people to bosses, school officials or the police for no reason. Rather, it’s about understanding how to recognise and respond to red flags in family, acquaintances, co-workers or fellow students, and making it more routine to report behaviour that seems truly out of line and socialising. Friends, neighbours and members of online communities can be more alert to their own issues and, in their midst might be in real trouble. Workplaces and other institutions can build effective ways to suspend, levy and enforce other public officials can accept tips and the media were trying to “erase” Trump’s agenda for Congress. They ultimately delivered major addresses to think tanks. In that sense, Trump is not unusual. His campaign advisers believe his re-election bid is in the second term, “Chen said. Though he solidified conservative dominance of the federal judiciary with an agenda for the 21st century, “America First. ” “Build the wall, ” “jobs, jobs, jobs” and “Every first-term president tries to do repeatedly in 2016 – and as long as Trump stays in the White House, it looks likely to keep offering the same calisthenics, his pithy slogans that have been crowd- pleasing for years, his agenda is healthcare.

It’s clear from his agenda that Trump has stuck to the signature insistence that he has kept promises. That he has kept promises. But it includes lengthy initiatives, but it includes lengthy...
Early issues may have lower breast cancer risk

By Lin Ngapay

Women who are likely to walk or ride bikes to work or who participate in regular exercise are at lower risk of breast cancer than women who are inactive, a study found.

White patients with breast cancer have had inconsistent screening and treatment due to lack of access to care. A randomized trial of 180,216 women in the UK Biobank study and 29,433 women in the Breast Cancer Association Consortium (BCAC) study found that women who were inactive were more likely to have breast cancer than those who were active.

The BCAC study, published in the BMJ, is based on 29,433 women with breast cancer and 180,216 controls from across Europe. The study found that women who were inactive were more likely to have breast cancer than those who were active.

The researchers noted that there were too many confounding factors to fully understand the relationship between physical activity and breast cancer risk.

However, they suggested that future studies should focus on understanding the underlying mechanisms that link physical activity to breast cancer risk.

The study also found that women who were active were less likely to have advanced-stage breast cancer, which is associated with a higher risk of death.

The researchers concluded that regular exercise may lower the risk of breast cancer, but more research is needed to fully understand the relationship between physical activity and breast cancer risk.

In a separate study, published in JAMA Internal Medicine, researchers found that women who were active were less likely to have breast cancer than those who were inactive.

The study, based on data from the Nurses' Health Study and the Health Professionals Follow-up Study, found that women who were active were less likely to have breast cancer than those who were inactive.

The researchers noted that the relationship between physical activity and breast cancer risk is complex and that more research is needed to fully understand the underlying mechanisms.
French embassy celebrates National Day

By Joey Aguilar

The French embassy in Qatar hosted a remarkable event last evening to celebrate France’s National Day. A number of Qatari dignitaries, officials, diplomats, and other guests were present on the occasion. HE Adviser to the Amir for Culture and Communications, H.E. Mr. Ibrahim Yousif Abdullah al-Attiyah, HE the Minister of Transport and Communications, H.E. Mr. Mansour bin Al-Ali Al-Sada, and HE the Minister of Culture and Communications, H.E. Mr. Najeeb al-Qa’ani, were among the many Qatari dignitaries. HE Adviser to the Amir for Culture and Communications and Ambassador Frank Gehret also spoke on the occasion.

The French embassy in Qatar hosted a remarkable event last evening to celebrate France’s National Day. A number of Qatari dignitaries, officials, diplomats, and other guests were present on the occasion. HE Adviser to the Amir for Culture and Communications, H.E. Mr. Ibrahim Yousif Abdullah al-Attiyah, HE the Minister of Transport and Communications, H.E. Mr. Mansour bin Al-Ali Al-Sada, and HE the Minister of Culture and Communications, H.E. Mr. Najeeb al-Qa’ani, were among the many Qatari dignitaries. HE Adviser to the Amir for Culture and Communications and Ambassador Frank Gehret also spoke on the occasion.
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